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1. On the Mmltiis ectooal woois hop: paragraph 9 indicates that one of the frst actiites on which
the “facilitator working group” will be established is multisectoral dialogue. 

Interpretation: Indigenous  peoples  will  come  with  a  clear  proposal  for  the  number  of
partcipants that they should elect, as well as the mandate period. Also, a clear proposal for the
“content” of the plan of work should be raised at this frst meetng.

To be discussed in this multisectoral workshop will be “modalitie for thi divilopmint of a plan
of work that compliie with thi functone rifirrid to in paragraph 6”.

a. Facilitatoo wooiing goomp: paragraph 10 indicates that consideraton should be giien to
a  balanced  representaton  between  indigenous  peoples/local  communites  and  the
Partes.
Poopos al:

i. The Abya Yala Forum proposes that there be 7 representaties of the indigenous
regions of the world with two appropriate alternates. 

ii. With  respect  to  local  communites,  the  Abya  Yala  Forum  proposes  that
indigenous  peoples  cannot  speak  for  them  and  that  a  legal  opinion  on  the
subject be requested from the secretariat.
Mandate for the facilitator working group

iii. Coordinate  the  implementaton  of  functons  for  a  period  of  two  years  and
proiide that each year the alternates be made principals in order to haie the
opportunity to partcipate and to create empowerment of the diferent regions.
We must remember that some stability is required in order to follow up on the
agreements.

iv. Proiide that reports be accessible to the public.
v. The terms of reference could consider the following criteria:

1. Experience in climate change works
2. Membership in an indigenous people
3. Knowledge of indigenous peoples and climate change
4. Experience in dialogues and internatonal impact
5. Ability to speak Spanish and/or English
6. Time aiailability

b. On the Plan of  Wooi:  the decision in paragraph 10 indicates that we must propose
modalities for  the  deielopment  of  the  plan  of  work  for  the  full  and  efectie
implementaton of the “functons”.

i. Knowledge:
1. Promote the exchange of experiences: 



Poopos al:

ii. At the global leiel  , intersessional workshops will be included under the UNFCCC
to coier subjects proposed during the ongoing multisectoral dialogue coiering
the experiences of ecosystems: Amazonian (tropical rainforest), Andean (high
mountains), and Marine Coastal. It has been suggested that certain emblematc
cases of ecosystems be systematzed. This requires:

1. Building  a  system  of  indigenoms  indicatoos  of  success  on  climate
change, adaptaton and mitgaton.

2. Identfying additonal research that would allow for the reducton of the
risks of climate change in indigenous territories.

iii. At the natonal leiel  , create or strengthen intersectoral structures to ensure the 
partcipaton of indigenous peoples in decisionimaking. Some countries haie 
consultatie councils or spaces within the Ministry of the eniironment that can 
be strengthened with the inclusion of the platorm issues.

Establish natonal platorms and ensure the partcipaton of indigenous peoples 
or integrate the natonal platorm into the intersectoral structures of the 
countries.

There are countries where eialuaton reports of local knowledge on climate 
change are being prepared; these include informaton on mitgaton and 
adaptaton and may be useful for sharing knowledge.

iv. At the regional leiel  , the region has spaces for partcipaton where spaces for
exchanges can also be created such as in SICA and CAN, whose decisions haie
impact at the natonal leiel.

c. Cons ideoing the FPIC of inowledge holdeos .
Poopos al:

1. Create a system of safeguards for the knowledge of indigenous peoples
that is linked to climate change.

2. Demand at the natonal leiel that Free, Prior and Informed Consent be
implemented in the design of natonal strategies on climate change.

d. pbility to lini to the Convention:
i. Build these capabilites of 

1. Indigenous Peoples and local communites.
Proposal:
Workshops as part of the plan of work for Indigenous Peoples and the
Partes that could be deieloped according to topics based on the Paris
Agreement and dipinding on availability of funde. The actiites would
be carried out as intersessional workshops or during the sessions. This
would begin with an update of the NDCs.

e. Clirate Change Policies 
i. Facilitate the integraton of knowledge:
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1. Design. 
Poopos al: The facilitator working group will prepare 
recommendatons for SBSTA based on recommendatons arising
in the workshops and during multisectoral dialogue. 

As to the natonal part, the multisectoral structures will 
coordinate with the working groups or forums inioliing 
indigenous peoples in order to work on the policy design.

2. Implementaton of actons (at the natonal leiel).
Proposal: Propose a Focal Point for indigenous peoples on 
climate change in the goiernment structure at the natonal leiel
in the ministry in charge of the issue.

3. Linked to the NDCs. 
Poopos al:  Require  the  partcipaton  of  indigenous
representaties in the structure of planning and implementaton
of the NDCs at the natonal leiel.
Partcipate in the monitoring and preparaton of  the natonal
reports.

At  the  global  leiel,  incorporate/recommend  indicators  on
indigenous peoples’  knowledge for  the reports of  the States.
Build a system of  indigenoms  indicatoos  of success on climate
change, adaptaton and mitgaton. Propose strategies for the
appropriate  approach  to  adaptaton  and  mitgaton  in
indigenous territories.
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